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SUSE CaaS Platform Adds Kubernetes Backup and More [3]

Have you noticed that the SUSE CaaS Platform team has been adding significant new
enhancements to our Kubernetes container management platform every few weeks? It?s true!
The team has been releasing new capabilities at a rapid pace, responding to specific needs of
our enterprise customers and delivering upstream Kubernetes advances.

David Cantrell: rpminspect-0.13 released [4]

I released rpminspect-0.13 today. This release took a little longer to finish up than I was
anticipating, but I am pleased with the bug fixes and new features present.

Skopeo 1.0 released [5] [Ed: Red Hat keeps outsourcing its work to a proprietary software trap controlled and exploited by
Microsoft]

I often talk about all of the new container tools that we have developed over the last few years,
and often skim over Skopeo. But Skopeo was the first one, and really has some cool features.
Skopeo is a tool for moving container images between different types of container storages. It
allows you to copy container images between container registries like docker.io, quay.io, and
your internal container registry or different types of storage on your local system. You can
copy to a local container/storage repository, even directly into a Docker daemon.

Kafka Monthly Digest ? April 2020 [6]

In this 27th edition of the Kafka Monthly Digest, I?ll cover what happened in the Apache
Kafka community in April 2020.

Ben Williams: F32-20200518 updated Live isos released [7]

The Fedora Respins SIG is pleased to announce the latest release of Updated F32-20200518Live ISOs, carrying the 5.6.12-200 kernel.
Welcome to Fedora 32.
This set of updated isos will save considerable amounts of updates after install. ((for new
installs.)(New installs of Workstation have about 776+MB of updates)).
A huge thank you goes out to irc nicks dowdle, ledini linuxmodder, Southern-Gentleman for
testing these iso.
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